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1. INTRODUCTION 

.Noise is now recognized as a pollutant. The noise levels in our present 
day jndustrial society are constantly increasing. High noise levels can result 
at worst in irreparable hearing loss, and at best in annoyance or interruption 
of work, leisure activities and sleep and interference with conversation. A 
large research effort has been brought to bear on the problem of noise 
pollution to discover the relevant parameters for noise measurement. It has 
been found that the human ear has a reduced response to low and very high 
frequencies. This effect is produced in noise measurement by using a fre
quency weighting network of similar frequency response to the human ear. 
There are several such weightings, but the A weighting is in most common 
use. A second result has been that hearing loss and annoyance are a function 
not only of the noise level, but also the duration of the exposure, thus 
introducing the concept of Noise Dose. For a steady continuous noise it is a 
simple matter to define the Noise Dose as being the sound level for the 
specified duration. Time varying sound levels are, however, more difficult to 
define, and some trading relationship between level and duration must be 
specified. Such a relationship would allow the reduction of a randomly 
varying sound level to an equivalent continuous sound level for the measure
ment duration. The commonly accepted trading relationship is: 

( 1) 

where Leq is the equivalent continuous level 
T is the measurement period 
P 0 is the reference pressure of 20MPa ( 1 Pa = 1 N/m2) 

and P(t) is the time- varying sound pressure level 

The parameter "q" requires further discussion. Basically q is the number 
of dB by which a noise level must be increased to give the same Noise Dose 
when the duration is halved. It is at this point that the various recommenda
tions and legislations on noise control must be considered, as different views 
exist on the correct value of q. 
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Five of the main standards for noise control are listed below: 

1. DIN 45 641. Averaging of Time- Varying Sound Levels (German). 

2. ISO 1996. Assessment of Noise with Respect to Community Re
sponse. 

3. ISO 1999. Assessment of Occupational Noise Exposure for Hearing 
Conservation Purposes. 

4. Code of Practice for Reducing the Exposure of Employed Persons to 
Noise (English). 

5. The Walsh Healey Act (USA federal law concerning, amongst other 
things, hearing conservation in government supplying industries). 

For more detailed information regarding the contents of these standards, 
the original references should be consulted. 

Dl N, ISO and the Code of Practice all operate with q = 3, i.e., a noise 
Jevel must be increased by 3 dB to give the same Noise Dose when the 
duration is halved. This corresponds to energy averaging, and is often refer-

. red to as the Equal Energy Principle. The Walsh-Healey Act, however, speci
fies q = 5. (5 dB increase in level for half the duration). Comparison on the 
basis of 90 dB(A) for an 8 hour day shows the Walsh-Healey Act to be more 
permissive at high sound levels than those standards specifying q = 3. The 
Noise Dose Meter (Type 4423) operates with q = 3. 

Rewriting with q = 3 in Eqn. 1 gives: 

{ 
1 T [P(t)l 2 

Leq = 10 log10 T £ ~J (2) 

which is the fundamental equation for the determination of Leq from a 
time-varying noise using the Equal Energy Principle, and the basis of opera
tion of the Noise Dose Meter. 
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2.1. FRONT PANEL 

OVERLOAD 
- 20 dB 

TIME CONSTANT 

OVERLOAD DURATION 

ELAPSED TIME 

2. CONTROLS 

' BrUe l & Kj<:er NOISE 
c._., DOSE 

COUI\IT 

INHIBIT 

FUNCTION 

Fig.2.1. Front Panel 

Counts the number of hours for which 
the overload limit of the instrument was 
exceeded. For the effect of OVER
LOAD DURATION on measurement ac
curacy see section 4.6. 

Counts the measurement duration in 
hours. 
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NOISE DOSE COUNTER 

RESET 

OVERLOAD 

OVERLOAD -20 dB 

FUNCTION 

CALIBRATION 

SIGNAL INPUT 
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Counts the total noise dose occuring 
during the measurement duration. The 
meaning of the numerical value, and the 
calculation of the Equivalent Continu
ous Level ( Leq) is given in sections 4.5 
and 3. 1.3 respectively. 

Reset push buttons for the OVER
LOAD DURATION and ELAPSED 
TIME COUNTERS are provided on the 
actual counters. These push buttons 
have locking levers underneath. The RE
SET button for the NOISE DOSE 
COUNTER is immediately below the 
counter. This RESET button will only 
operate with the FUNCTION knob on 
"Reset". 

An orange lamp which lights when the 
overload limit of the instrument has 
been exceeded. 

A white lamp which lights when a level 
20 dB lower than the overload limit has 
been exceeded. 

Acts as an On/Off switch, and allows 
switching between "Calibration", "Re
set", "Stand by" and "Measurement" 
modes. 

FINE and COARSE screw adjustments 
for calibration of the instrument. The 
calibration procedure is given in sec
tion 3.1.1. 

For connection of the signal for analysis 
from the Sound Level Meter, Measuring 
Amplifier or Frequency Spectrometer. 
Two sockets are provided, a standard 
B & K socket which accepts plug 
JP 0101 and a miniature socket which 
accepts the plug on cable AO 0037. 



TIME CONSTANT 

2.2. REAR PANEL 

MAINS 
POWER 
SOCKET 

AC POWER 

VOLTAGE SELECTOR 

POWER SWITCH 

Allows selection of the required RC 
value in the time constant circuitry, 
"1 ms", "Fast", "Slow" and "Impulse" 
being available. 

POWER SWITCH 

Fig.2.2. Rear Panel 

SLM 
POWER 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 

For connection of AC mains supply. 

For selection of the correct AC mains 
supply voltage, unscrew the central fuse 
holder, unplug the black annular por
tion, and rotate it until the protruding 
metal piece is adjacent to the required 
voltage setting and replace. Only the 
required voltage should be visible. Re
place the fuse holder. 

For switching between AC mains power 
supply (" AC") and 12 V battery supply 
("DC"). 
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FUSE 5A For instrument protection when using 
12 V DC battery supply. 

12 V DC POWER REM. CONTR. 8-pin DIN socket which accepts plug 
JP 0002 for connection of 12 V battery 
supply and remote control leads. The 
connections are given in Fig.2.3. 

+ ----------------~ 

12 V DC 

Remote 172287 
Control 
Switch 

Fig.2.3. External View of 4423 12 V DC POWER REM. CONTR. socket 
with connections 

FUSE 0.5 A For protection of the Sound Level 
Meter when powered by the Noise Dose 
Meter. 

+4.5V I+ 1.5v-----------.., 

To SLM 

172288 

Fig.2.4. External View of 4423 SLM POWER socket with connections 
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SLM POWER 

SIGNAL INPUT 

SIGNAL OUTPUT 

7-pin Dl N socket which accepts plug 
JP 0703 for the supply of 1.5 V or 
4.5 V DC to the Sound Level Meter. For 
connections see Fig.2.4. 

A standard B & K socket and a minia
ture socket for signal input from the 
Sound Level Meter, Measuring Amplifier 
or Frequency Spectrometer. These sock
ets can be used instead of the similar 
pair on the front panel. 

For output of the DC Level from the 
Time Constant circuitry. 
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3. OPERATION 

3.1. OPERATION WITH A SOUND LEVEL METER 

The Noise Dose Meter can be used in conjunction with any of the B & K 
Sound Level Meters (also with B & K Measuring Amplifiers, Frequency 
Spectrometer and Frequency Analyzer). The range of Sound Level Meters is 
given in Table 3.1. 

Group Type No Description Weighting 

2203 Precision Sound Level Meter A, B, C, Lin. 

(a) 2204 Impulse Precision Sound Level Meter A, B, C, D, Lin. 

2209 Impulse Precision Sound Level Meter A, B, C, D, Lin. 

2205 Sound Level Meter A,B,C 

(b) 2206 Precision Sound Level Meter A, B,C 

2208 Noise Event Meter A 

072040 

Table 3.1. Classification of Sourrl Level Meters 

Group (a) contains the larger Sound Level Meters which can be used with 
Octave Filter Sets (Type 1613) and group (b) contains the smaller pistol 
grip Sound Level Meters. The Weighting Network facility of each instrument 
is also included as this determines the method of calibration which will be 
discussed later. For further information on the operation and capability of 
these instruments the relevant Instruction Manual should be consulted. 

The OUTPUT of the Sound Level Meter in use (AC OUTPUT for the 
2204 and 2209) should be connected to one of the SIGNAL INPUT sockets 
on the Noise Dose Meter. 
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3.1.1. Calibration 

The Sound Level Meter and Noise Dose Meter should now be calibrated 
using a Sound Level Calibrator, Type 4230, which produces a 1 kHz tone at 
94 dB or a Pistonphone, Type 4220, which produces a 250Hz tone at 
124 dB. These levels are nominal only, and vary with atmospheric pressure 
for the 4220, and effectively with certain microphone types for the 4230. It 
should also be noted that only the C weighting and Lin. have no attenuation 
at 250Hz, and only Sound Level Meters with these weightings available 
should be calibrated using the Pistonphone. 

The following procedure should be followed to obtain maximum meas
urement accuracy when the actual calibration levels differ from the nominal 
levels. Special instructions for the 2204 are given in brackets after the 
instructions for the other Sound Level Meters. These special instructions are 
necessary to avoid the distortion present at the AC OUTPUT of the 2204 
mentioned in the Instruction Manual. For the 2209 a METER SWITCH 
setting of either "Slow", "Fast" or "Batt." can be used, but the same switch 

·position must be used for both calibration of the Noise Dose Meter and 
measurement. The switch setting should not be altered during the measure
ment. 

1. The Sound Level Calibrator or Pistonphone should be applied to the 
microphone and started. The Sound Level Meter should then be ad
justed to give a meter scale deflection of + 4.0 dB (2204 - use 
METER SWITCH position of "Fast"). 

2. The Noise Dose Meter FUNCTION knob should be switched to "Cali
bration- SLM dB 4", and the COARSE screw adjustment turned 
fully anti-clockwise using a small screwdriver. (2204 - use METER 
SWITCH setting of "Batt. (Rec.)"). The two red light emitting diode 
digits which form the right hand portion of the NOISE DOSE 
COUNTER should alternately show a count and return to zero. The 
OVERLOAD -20 dB lamp should stay on when the Calibrator or 
Pistonphone is emitting a tone. 

3. The COARSE and FINE adjustments should now be used to give a 
Noise Dose Count of 99. A count of over 100 will be indicated by the 
orange OVERLOAD lamp flashing. 

4. The Sound Level Meter should finally be adjusted to the exact level of 
the Calibrator or Pistonphone (2204 - return to "Fast" METER 
SWITCH setting), and the Calibrator or Pistonphone removed from 
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the microphone. Calibration can also be performed using the Electro
static Actuators Types UA 0033 (Half-inch) and UA 0023 (One-inch) 
or the Rain Cover UA 0393. For calibration using these instruments, 
adjust the calibration level to give a deflection on the Measuring 
Amplifier of + 10 dB, switch the Noise Dose Meter FUNCTION knob 
to "Calibration -SLM dB 10",and adjust to a Noise Dose Countof99. 

3.1.2. Measurement 

12 

1. Reset the OVERLOAD DURATION and ELAPSED TIME counters 
by pressing fully down the buttons under each counter. Reset the 
NOISE DOSE COUNTER to zero by switching the FUNCTION knob 
to "Reset" and pressing the RESET button under the counter. The 
button should be held pressed for a few seconds to allow complete 
clearance of the counter. 

2. The weighting network on the Sound Level Meter, and the TIME 
CONSTANT on the Noise Dose Meter should be selected to follow the 
Standard being used. Switch the FUNCTION knob on the Noise Dose 
Meter to "Stand-by" (2204- select "BATT. (REC.)"). 

3. Adjust the RANGE knob on the Sound Level Meter until the OVER
LOAD -20 dB lamp flashes intermittently. This procedure ensures 
that the sound level is varying about the centre of the dynamic range 
of the Noise Dose Meter. If the OVERLOAD -20 dB lamp is perma
nently on, then the RANGE setting is too low, and overload condi
tions could occur during the measurement. If the lamp is permanently 
off, then the RANGE setting is too high, which could lead to low 
signal levels and inaccurate results due to poor resolution. 

4. To start the measurement, the FUNCTION knob should be switched 
to "Measure". If it is thought that extraneous high transient levels are 
about to occur during the measurement, then the INHIBIT button 
should be used. Pressing this button will halt the NOISE DOSE 
COUNTER and the OVERLOAD DURATION COUNTER, but not 
the ELAPSED TIME COUNTER. On releasing the button, normal 
counting will be resumed. The complete measurement can also be 
temporarily halted by switching to "Stand-by" and re-started by 
switching to "Measure" without spurious switching transients being 
introduced. 

5. When the required Elapsed Time has been counted, the FUNCTION 
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knob should be switched to "Stand-by". The Overload Duration, 
Elapsed Time and Noise Dose Count should now be suitably recorded 
along with all other relevant information, including the Sound Level 
Meter RANGE setting (SLM Att.) the weighting network and TIME 
CONSTANT used. 

3.1.3. Use of the Conversion Slide Rule (QH 0007) 

Fig.3.1 shows a typical calculation using the slide rule. 

Fig.3. 1. Use of the Conversion Slide Rule 

Find the Noise Dose Count on the lowest scale of the slide rule (e.g. 
450 000). Place opposite this the Elapsed Time (10 h). Read off the highest 
scale opposite the arrow marked "Add to SLM Att. dB"(+ 5 · 5 dB). This 
figure should then be added to the Sound Level Meter RANGE setting in dB 
to give the required equivalent continuous level Leq· 

3.2. OPERATION FROM A 12 V BATTERY 

The Noise Dose Meter may be powered using a 12 V battery. The current 
drawn will be 1.5 A, and hence for a full 8 hour working day measurement 
of Lew 12 Ah minimum battery capacity will be required. Connections to 
the 12 V DC POWER/REM. CONTR. socket should be made as in Fig.2.3 in 
Section 2. 

The POWER SWITCH at the back of the instrument should be switched 
to DC. Under 12 V DC operation the Noise Dose Meter is protected by a 
5 A fuse. If the instrument fails to operate after this procedure has been 
followed, then the 5 A fuse should be removed, checked and replaced if 
necessary. The connections between the battery and the Noise Dose Meter 
should also be checked if fuse-blowing occurs, and corrected if necessary. 
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3.3. SUPPL V OF POWER TO THE SOUND LEVEL METER 

The Sound Level Meter used with the Noise Dose Meter can be powered 
from the Noise Dose Meter regardless of whether AC or DC power is being 
used for the 4423 itself. Battery Adaptors for the various Sound Level 
Meters are available according to the accessory numbers given in Table 3.2. 

Type Battery Adaptor Voltage 
Number Number (V DC) 

2203 UA 0363 +4.5 

2204 
+ 4.5 UA 0364 

2209 

2205 

2206 UA 0365 + 1.5 

2208 

072041 

Table 3.2. Sound Level Meter Battery Adaptors 

The Battery Adaptors are supplied with a standard cable length of 3m. 
Longer lengths are most easily obtained by cutting the cables and suitably 
inserting the required length of cable, checking that the correct polarity is 
maintained. The connections to the Noise Dose Meter are shown in Fig.2.4. 
Plug the 7-pin Dl N plug of the battery adaptor into the SLM POWER socket 
at the rear of the Noise Dose Meter and screw or slide the Adaptor into the 
Sound Level Meter. The Sound Level Meter should now operate when the 
Noise Dose Meter is switched on. If this is not so, remove the 0.5 A fuse 
holder, check the fuse and replace if necessary. 

3.4. REMOTE CONTROL 

Remote Control of the Noise Dose Meter "Stand-by" function can be 
achieved by connecting the 7-pin DIN plug to a remote switch as shown in 
Fig.2.3. 

The Noise Dose Meter FUNCTION knob should be switched to "Meas
ure". Opening the remote control switch will automatically start the meas
urement, and closing it will end the measurement. 

14 
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3.5. ANALYSIS OF TAPE RECORDED NOISE 

A complete measurement set-up for the analysis of tape recorded noise is 
shown in Fig.3.2. 

Power Amp. 
2706 

Measuring Amp. 
2606 

Noise Dose Meter 
4423 

172289 

Fig.3.2. Measurement set-up for the Analysis of Tape Recorded Noise 

The Power Amplifier and Loudspeaker are provided for audible monitor
ing of the signal, and the Level Recorder to provide a visual representation 
of the signal variation if this is required. The tape recording should consist 
of a calibration tone, using either a Sound Level Calibrator or Pistonphone 
on the Sound Level Meter Microphone followed by the signal to be ana
lyzed. The Power Amplifier ATTENUATOR and GAIN CONTROL knobs 
should be adjusted to give a reasonable sound level from the loudspeaker. 
Also, a sound level scale should be inserted in the Measuring Amplifier. As it 
will not usually be possible to match the attenuator setting illuminated on 
the scale to the recorded sound level (because of signal amplification in the 
Sound Level Meter) any Sound Level scale can be used. 
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The calibration tone should now be played, and the Measuring Amplifier 
INPUT SECTION ATTENUATOR knob adjusted to give a meter deflection. 
The deflection should then be adjusted to+ 4 dB using the SENSITIVITY 
adjustment for the Dl RECT INPUT. The difference between the total 
Spectrometer reading and the nominal calibration level should be noted, as 
values of Leq obtained will have to be adjusted by this amount. The Noise 
Dose Meter FUNCTION knob should now be switched to "Calibration 
-4 dB" and the count adjusted to 99. The Measuring Amplifier should now 
be recalibrated to give a deflection corresponding to the exact level emitted 
by the Calibrator or Pistonphone. The system is now calibrated. 

The Noise to be analyzed should now be played back and the INPUT 
SECTION ATTENUATOR, and if necessary the OUTPUT SECTION AT
TENUATOR, should be adjusted so that the OVERLOAD -20 dB lamp on 
the Noise Dose Meter flashes on and off. The Noise can now be analyzed 
following the procedure given in sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. 
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4. MODE OF OPERATION 

4.1. PRINCIPLE 

The basic formula for the calculation of the Energy Equivalent Continu
ous Level for a time-varying noise (from chapter 1) is: 

{ 
1 T[P(t)J2 

Leq = 10 log1 0 T £ ~ (2) 

The Noise Dose Meter calculates the value of Leq relative to the Sound 
Level Meter Attenuator setting, LAtt.· Introducing this into Eqn. (3) gives: 

(3) 

where P Att is the pressure corresponding to LAtt· 

Simply, the Noise Dose Meter accepts the voltage corresponding to 
P(t)/P Att. from the Sound Level Meter, squares it and integrates to obtain 
the Noise Dose. The analysis time is also measured to give the Noise Dura
tion (T), and these two values are used to calculate the value of Leq· 

A block of diagram of the Noise Dose Meter is shown in Fig.4.1. 

4.2. INPUT AMPLIFIER 

The signal to the Noise Dose Meter is assumed to have no DC level (as 
this will lead to clipping). The output from the B & K Sound Level Meters, 
Frequency Spectrometers and Measuring Amplifiers conform to this speci
fication. The maximum input voltage of the Noise Dose Meter is 70 V peak. 
This input signal is fed to the Input Amplifier, which acts as a buffer 
amplifier and has variable gain to allow for calibration adjustment. The 
input impedance of the Noise Dose Meter is at least 10 kil. 
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Signal Input o--------j 

100 to 
240 V AC 

'-------'-' 

+5V 

+ 12 v 

+ 15 v 

- 15 v 

Fig.4. 1. Block Diagram of the Noise Dose Meter 

4.3. SQUARING NETWORK 

Noise Dose 
Count 

Elapsed 
Time 

Overload 
Duration 

Overload 
Lamp 

Overload 
- 20dB 
Lamp 

Power 

The output from the Input Amplifier is fed to the Squaring circuitry. 
The Squaring circuitry is divided into two channels. Squaring in each chan
nel is achieved by feeding the signal to both input terminals of an integrated 
circuit multiplier. The signal in one channel is squared directly, but in the 
second channel is first amplified by 26 dB, squared and then attenuated by 
52 dB. Automatic electronic switching between channels is provided de
pending on the signal size. By this process the accuracy of squaring of small 
signal levels is increased and the dynamic range extended to 40 dB. 

4.4. TIME CONSTANTS 

The output from the Squaring circuitry is fed to the Time Constant 
circuitry. The time constants available are" 1 ms" "Fast", "Slow" and "Im
pulse". The modes "Fast" and "Slow" are basically defined in terms of 
meter deflection on a Sound Level Meter for certain tone burst input sig
nals. In equipment using a different type of read-out, such as Type 4423, 
"Fast" and "Slow" represent approximations to the basic definition. "Im
pulse", on the other hand, is specified in terms of electrical networks featur
ing one RC = 35 ms time constant followed by square root extraction and a 
separate 3 second discharge time constant. The latter becomes 1.5 seconds 
in Type 4423 due to the absence of root extraction. 
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The DC output of the Time Constant circuitry is fed to the SIGNAL 
OUTPUT socket to allow analysis of the instantaneous energy (squared) 
levels if this is required. Because of the Zero Compensation operation of the 
Noise Dose Meter (which is explained fully in the following section), the 
Signal Output Level goes to Zero every 7.2 s. This effect may be noticed 
when monitoring with a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope. 

It can be shown mathematically that selection of either "1 ms", "Fast" 
or "Slow" will make no difference to the Noise Dose Measurement, and will 
in fact give exactly the same result as if no time constant circuitry is pre
sent. Because of the very slow decay time of the Impulse Time Constant, 
switching to "Impulse" will give a different result, depending on the signal 
wave form. As an illustration of this, two tape recorded samples of noise 
were analysed. The first recording was of traffic noise from a four lane 
Motorway, and the second punch press noise. Examples of the variation of 
the levels of the two samples are shown in Fig.4.2. 

00 DOD DO 0 DO 0000000000 0000 

dB (A) FAS 

TRAFFIC NOISE 

0 50 Seconds . 100 

pooooooooooooooooooooooo 
.... If-

-~ 

I 
UNCH PRESS 

20 Seconds 30 
172372 

Fig.4.2. Examples of Traffic and Punch Press noise 

The two samples were analysed in turn using all four time constants. The 
results are shown in Table 4.1. 

Time Constant 1 ms Fast Slow Impulse 

Traffic Noise dB (A) 75.2 75.2 75.3 76.3 

Impact Noise dB (A) 82.6 82.4 82.5 89.6 

Table 4.1. Results of Analysis of Two Samples of Noise using Different 

Time Constants 
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It can be seen from these results that for each sample of noise, Time 
Constant settings of "1 ms", "Fast" and "Slow" give very close values of 
Le . In both cases, use of the "Impulse" time constant gives a higher value, 
wi~ a greater increase for the punch press noise, because of its impulsive 
nature. 

4.5. NOISE DOSE COUNTER 

The varying DC output from the Time Constant circuitry is fed to a DC 
to Frequency Converter, which is shown in diagrammatic form in Fig.4.3. 

,-------
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

From Time I 
Constant ----.---.--+----t 
Circuitry 
Output 

To Zero 
Compensation 
Swi tch on 
Time Constant 

,----------------~ Circuitry 
Output -----, 

I 
I 
I 

'--------Trigger from Oscillator 

172301 

To Counting 
Circuitry 

Fig.4.3. The DC to Frequency Converter 

The first stage of the Converter is a straight-forward Integrator consisting 
of an integrated circuit operational amplifier with capacitor feedback. The 
variable voltage fed to the Integrator results in a ramp of variable negative 
slope (negative because of the sign changing characteristics of the Integra
tor). The Integrator output is fed to a Level Detector which, as soon as the 
output reaches -10V, triggers a One Shot circuit which emits a 500ps 
pulse. This pulse is fed to the NOISE DOSE COUNTER circuitry and to the 
Integrator Reset circuit. This circuit automatically resets the Integrator 
ready for the start of the reset cycle. It can be readily seen that the frequen
cy of the 500 ps pulses is proportional to the DC level fed to the Integrator. 
This system is provided with an Anti-Lock circuit which ensures that the 
Integrator is reset if the Level Detector fai Is to operate at -1 0 V. 
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In order to correct for analog drift in the Integrator (a common problem) 
a Zero Compensation circuit is provided. Every 7.2 s the Integrator input is 
shorted to ground, and the Integrator itself switched off for 10 ms (less than 
0.1% of the measurement time) by a second One Shot circuit (the two One 
Shot circuits are interlocked to prevent them operating simultaneously). 
During the 10 ms downtime the zero level is detected, and any change in the 
zero level from the previous 10 ms is compensated for during the next 7.2 s 
measurement period. Zero compensation takes place continuously when the 
instrument is in the Stand-by or Inhibit modes. 

The 500 J.lS counting trigger pulse is first fed to the Calibrator Control 
circuit, which allows selection of either "Measure", "Calibration" or "Re
set" modes. In the Measure mode, the pulse is fed directly to the NOISE 
DOSE COUNTER circuitry. In the Calibration mode, only the two light 
emitting diode Digits operate, alternately · reading the count for a 0. 72 s 
period and then reading zero. 

The ratio P(t)/P Att. in Eqn 3 is represented in the Noise Dose meter 
circuitry by a time varying voltage, V P (t). Eqn 3 can be rewritten with 
V P (t), and K representing the instrument constants as: 

{
1 T 2 } Leq = LAtt + K + 10 log10 T £ VP(t) dt (4) 

The value of K is adjusted such that a 90 dB(A) noise leyel for an 8 hr 
day will result in a Noise Dose Count of 10 000. This gives a value of -41.0 
for K. Also writing: 

we have 

T 
Noise Dose Count= NDC = f VP(t) 2 dt 

0 

NDC 
Leq = LAtt- 41.0 + 10 log10 -T-

Finally, the numerical meaning of N DC is: 

NDC = 12 500 X IT [P(t) 12 
dt 

o PAt~ 

(5) 

(6) 
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4.6. ELAPSED TIME AND OVERLOAD DURATION COUNTERS 

The basis of the time counting circuitry of the Noise Dose Meter is an 
Oscillator whose period is independent of mains frequency. The Oscillator 
supplies 1 mh period pulses directly to the Relay Driver for the electro
mechanical Elapsed Time counter. Pulses of shorter period (0.1 mh), to 
improve accuracy, are fed to a Gate in the Overload Duration measurement 
chain. The output from the Squaring circuitry is fed to a Level Detector, 
which when it detects an Overload level opens the Gate and allows the 
0.1 mh pulse to be fed to the OVERLOAD DURATION lamp and to the 
OVERLOAD DURATION COUNTER. The OVERLOAD -20 dB lamp is 
switched on in a similar way. Both the OVERLOAD and the OVERLOAD 
-20 dB lamps are pre-heated, and maintained just off, so providing longer 
life. Once they have lit, they are kept on by means of a latch until the next 
pulse is emitted by the Oscillator. This pulse stretching technique provides a 
longer light period. The effect of Overload Duration on the accuracy of the 
Noise Dose Meter is shown in Fig.4.4. 

The two samples of noise analyzed are those previously discussed in 
section 4.4. 
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Fig.4.4. The Effect of Overload Duration on Measurement Accuracy 

It can be seen that the larger error results from the punch press noise, 
because of its impulsive nature. For this particular noise, restriction of the 
Overload Duration to 25% will result in an error of less than 0.5 dB(A). The 
Overload Duration Count is pessimistic for two reasons. First the level is 
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taken from the most vulnerable part of the circuit (the Squaring Network 
output) which will always be the first point to saturate, and secondly the 
minimum time per count is 0.1 mh, the period of the oscillator driving the 
counting circuitry. These two reasons explain why such a relatively large 
Overload Duration gives only a small error. It should be stressed that sounds 
of a more impulsive nature than the punch press noise sample will give 
greater errors for the same relative Overload Duration. 

If the Overload Duration Count becomes large for a particular measure
ment, then the Sound Level Meter (or Measuring Amplifier) attenuator 
setting should be increased to lower the signal to the Noise Dose Meter. If 
such a procedure fails to remove the occurence of a relatively large Overload 
Duration Count, it is possible that the signal being analyzed has a range 
greater than the dynamic range of the instrument (40 dB). If this situation 
occurs, two Noise Dose Meters may be used in parallel to analyze the signal, 
and Bruel & Kjcer should be consulted to provide further information. 
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Signal Input: 

Input Impedance: 

Frequency Range: 

Dynamic Range: 

Crest Factor: 

Measuring Range: 

Amplitude Weighting: 

Time Constants: 
"Impulse": 

"Fast": 
"Slow'': 
"1 ms'': 

DC Output: 
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5. SPECIFICATIONS 

From Sound Level Meter, Measuring 
Amplifier or Frequency Spectrometer 
etc. Maximum level 2 V to 70 V peak 
depending on CALIBRATION adjust
ment setting. 
B & K Standard and Miniature con
nectors at front and rear panels. 

10 kQ. 

20Hz to 20kHz. 

40 dB input range. 
(Can be increased to 80 dB by using a 
second 4423 in parallel, see section 4.6). 

Any within dynamic range. 

Determined by SLM attenuator. 

Continuous squaring function. 

RC = 35 ms followed by separate RC = 
1.5 s discharge (Effectively 3 s due to 
squaring). 
RC = 100 ms. 
RC = 500 ms. 
RC = 1 ms. 
Circuitry placed after squaring network. 

Buffer output from Time Constant net
work. 
0 to+ 12.5 V DC. 
Load impedance 1 0 kQ. 



Time Integration: 

Level Indication: 

Overload Duration: 

Elapsed Time: 

Continuous (non-sampling). 

System overload detector at squaring 
network output, lamp indication plus 
duration counter (see Overload Dura
tion below). Separate lamp indication at 
level above Overload -20 dB. 

Each 0.0001 h (0.36 s) with overload 
occuring is registered by one count in a 
6-digit counter. 

Recorded on a 6-digit counter in 
0.001 h (3.6 s) steps. Clock accuracy 
better than 1 %. 

Noise Dose Count: 8-digit counter, 2 light emitting diode 
digits plus 6-digit mechanical counter. 
Max. count rate approx. 750Hz. 

Calibration: End-to-end, from microphone calibrator 
to Noise Dose counter. Correct calibra
tion gives 99 read-out at end of 0. 72 s 
gate period, repeated every 1.8 s. 

Stand-by: Front panel or remote control, contact 
closure. 

Operating Ambient Temperature: -10 to+ 55°C (14 to 131°F). 

Power Supply: 100 V, 115 V, 127 V, 220 V, 240 Vat 
50 or 60Hz. 

Power Consumption: AC Mains, 13 W. 
12 V DC, 18 W (approx.). 

Dimensions: Height: 13.26 em (5.2 in). 
Width: 20.95 em (8.3 in). 
Depth: 20.00 em (7.9 in). 

Weight: Approx. 4 kg. (8.8 lb). 
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Accessories Included: 

Accessories Available: 
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1 Slide rule QH 0007 
1 8 & K plug JP 0101 
1 7-pin DIN plug JP 0703 
1 8-pin DIN plug JP 0802 
1 Cable AO 0007 
1 Cable AO 0037 
Mains cable European AN 0005 
or American AN 0006 
Spare Fuses 

Protective case: KA 0037 
SLM Battery adaptors: 

UA 0363 for Type 2203 
UA 0364 for Type 2204/09 
UA 0365 for Type 2205/06/08 









BROEL & KJ~R instruments cover the whole field of sound and vibration 
measurements. The main groups are: 

ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS 
Condenser Microphones 
Piezoelectric Microphones 
Microphone Preamplifiers 
Sound Level Meters 
Precision Sound Level Meters 
Impulse Sound Level Meters 
Standing Wave Apparatus 
Noise Limit Indicators 
Microphone Calibrators 

ACOUSTICAL RESPONSE TESTING 
Beat Frequency Oscillators 
Random Noise Generators 
Sine-Random Generators 
Artificial Voices 
Artificial Ears 
Artificial Mastoids 
Hearing Aid Test Boxes 
Audiometer Calibrators 
Telephone Measuring Equipment 
Audio Reproduction Test Equipment 
Tapping Machines 
Turntables 

VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 
Accelerometers 
Force Transducers 
Impedance Heads 
Accelerometer Preamplifiers 
Vibration Meters 
Accelerometer Calibrators 
Magnetic Transducers 
Capacitive Transducers 
Complex Modulus Apparatus 

VIBRATION TESTING 
Exciter Controls -Sine 
Exciter Controls -Sine - Random 
Exciter Equalizers, Random or Shock 
Exciters 
Power Amplifiers 
Programmer Units 
Stroboscopes 

STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 
Strain Gauge Apparatus 
Multi-point Panels 
Automatic Selectors 

MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 
Voltmeters and Ohmmeters 
Deviation Bridges 
Measuring Amplifiers 
Band-Pass Filter Sets 
Frequency Analyzers 
Real Time Analyzers 
Heterodyne Filters and Analyzers 
Psophometer Filters 
Statistical Distribution Analyzers 

RECORDING 
Level Recorders 
Frequency Response Tracers 
Tape Recorders 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
Digital Encoder 
Digital Clock 
Computers 
Tape Punchers 
Tape Readers 

BRUEL& K\.IAC.R 
OK-2850 Nrerum, Denmark. Teleph.: (01) 80 05 00. Cable : BRUKJA, Copenhagen. Telex: 15316 




